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Swedish urban and landscape photographer Anders Jorulf is one of the worldwide photographer exhibitors, who are
invited to Artexpo, [FOTO SOLO] Art Show in New York in April this year. The exhibition displays at Pier 94 NYC, on
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April 14 to 17 , 2016.
Anders Jorulf is an artistic photographer from Stockholm, Sweden. With focus on composition, light and color, Jorulf
manages the camera technology in a way that results in pictures with a brilliant combination of drama and calm.
For thirty-eighth consecutive year, Artexpo arrange their annual expo, ARTEXPO NEW YORK 2016, which gives
publishers and art collectors the opportunity to meet with hundreds of artists. Today Artexpo is one of the world's
largest fine art marketplaces.
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Opening Night Preview will be held Thu. 14 of April 2016 at. 4 to 7 p.m. at Artexpo, Pier 94, 711 12 Ave, NYC, USA.
Message, 03.03.2016
MAY BE PUBLISHED
New York, city life - by Anders Jorulf
Photographer Anders Jorulf’s (b. 1964) photographic journey began 35 years ago. His father gave him his first
camera and taught him about the magical thing we normally call light.
The natural light is for Anders Jorulf the most important part of his photography. Today it is an art form to see,
understand and know how a modern camera with all its technology reacts to different light phenomena. To find the
view, see through the lens and anticipate the perfect light is not just a long wait; it gives time for reflection and
tranquility. To combine modern digital technology with an analogous way to take pictures is for Jorulf a natural form
of art and passion. The result is quite outstanding. At the Artexpo [PHOTO SOLO] exhibition, Anders Jorulf chooses to
display some of his best and most exclusive artistic images of the urban life of New York City.
Anders Jorulf’s photo book "The Silent Light Over the Nordic Archipelago" was published in 2015.
The exhibition is produced by Artexpo New York 2016.
For thirty-eight years and counting, Artexpo has been changing the way people buy and sell art. Their annual, juried
expo brings the biggest publishers, galleries and collectors face to face with hundreds of established and emerging
artists. Each year, Artexpo host over 400 innovative exhibiting artists, galleries and publishers from across the globe.
During these times, thousands of art industry insiders flock to Artexpo New York in search of the art and artists that
will shape trends in galleries worldwide. Hosting more than 25,000 avid art enthusiasts annually, Artexpo is the
largest international gathering of qualified trade buyers, including gallery owners and managers, art dealers, interior
designers, architects, corporate art buyers and art and framing retailers.
Welcome to Artexpo, [FOTO SOLO] to see New York City pulse through Anders Jorulf’s camera lens.
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